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1 Introduction
Nowadays, tracking systems monitoring the location of vehicles or people are widely
used and the services based on tracking systems oer a number of useful applications.
Information collected from a vehicular tracking system can be used for analyzing road
congestion and consequent improvement of trac forecasting and road planning. Systems
for tracking people can be used for detecting anomalous behaviour in sensitive areas [14].
Although the benets of the services based on tracking systems are indisputable, tracking systems are often considered the ultimate big brother and their usage creates legitimate privacy concerns. Exposing location data to malicious parties may pose signicant privacy risks. From personal location data, one can, for instance, make conclusions
about the user's medical condition if the person is often seen in a hospital, or one can
deduce information about the person's political activity, in case the person visits certain
political events. Therefore, location data have to be adequately protected in order to prevent any data exploitation.
Typically, the entity running the tracking system would like to store the collected location data for future use and analysis and potentially allow authorized clients to access
the data. However, the place of the data storage may not be under full control of the operator of the tracking system. Outsourcing location data to external data centers raises
a question whether the stored information is safe and how to minimize the threat of exposing the data to an entity with iniquitous intentions.
There are two straightforward and easy-to-employ solutions for protecting sensitive
outsourced data. One is to dene a privacy policy between the data creator and the entity
storing the data. Another one is to present an access control mechanism for the data manipulation. After taking a closer look at these methods, none of them provides sucient
guarantees of protecting the stored information from being handled in an undesired manner [16]. In both cases, the data is stored in its plaintext form. The storage provider may
secretly diverge from the established rules, or may not be able to protect the stored data
from leakage to an external malicious party [8].
Cryptography gives an answer to this problem. If we encrypt the dataset before sending it for storage, the jeopardy of breaching the data condentiality disappears. Unfortunately, when we employ conventional encryption techniques the ability to eciently search
over the encrypted data is lost. Downloading and decrypting all the stored data and performing the search locally is impractical and goes directly against the idea of outsourcing
the data. To maintain the ability of ecient search over the encrypted data a special
encryption method, searchable encryption, needs to be used [22].
The main goal of this work is to develop a hierarchical range query mechanism for encrypted databases. Consider a situation where the output of a tracking system is stored
in an outsourced database and several clients are eligible to search in the dataset. To preserve the privacy to the largest possible extent, the clients are allowed to learn the location data only with a pre-dened precision. The pre-dened precision may be lower
than the original precision of the location information returned by the tracking system.
The hierarchical range query mechanism guarantees that unauthorized entities are not
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able to learn the content of the database and each client eligible to access the database
can retrieve only the location data of the precision assigned to this particular client.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. We discuss the related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we dene the research problem in detail and present an application
scenario. In Section 4, we describe the existing encryption schemes needed for our constructions, present two constructions of a hierarchical range query mechanism and discuss
the implementation details and analyze the performance. Finally, in Section 5, we outline
the directions for further work.
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2 Related Work
Searchable encryption schemes provide an ecient way of searching in the encrypted
domain. Such cryptographic schemes were proposed in both symmetric and asymmetric
settings.
In the symmetric setting, only a single entity, who is in possession of the secret symmetric key, is able to generate searchable content, issue valid queries and decrypt the results.
The concept of searchable encryption and the rst searchable encryption scheme in a symmetric setting was presented by Song et al. in [21]. The basic principle of the scheme
is to divide the data into blocks, encrypt them independently and then base the search
on the blocks' content. Its main disadvantage is the need of a sequential scan of the entire
database, which can lead to impractical search times for large datasets. Other searchable
encryption schemes in the symmetric setting are described in [3], [13] and [11].
In the asymmetric setting, the client publishes his public key and everyone with access
to this public key is able to contribute searchable content to the database. Only the owner
of the private key has the capability to query the database and decrypt corresponding
results. Boneh et al. presented the rst searchable encryption scheme in the asymmetric
setting in [7]. In this scheme every encrypted item is appended with a set of keywords
encrypted with the public key. To perform a search for a particular keyword, a trapdoor
is needed. The private key is used for computing the trapdoor, therefore only the owner
of the private key can generate valid queries. More constructions in the asymmetric setting
can be found in [1], [6] and [15].
The research on searchable encryption at rst covered only exact-match queries. Over
time schemes evolved for supporting more advanced types of queries such as conjunctive
and disjunctive keyword queries [4, 15, 17], subset queries [4] and range queries [4, 20].
There are two seminal constructions supporting multidimensional range queries on encrypted data. Boneh et al. proposed a new cryptographic primitive called Hidden Vector
Encryption [4]. This primitve can be implemented to support several types of queries: next
to multidimensional range queries also subset and conjunctive queries. Another scheme
developed by Shi et al. [20] uses binary trees to represent ranges in multiple dimensions.
A thorough survey on searchable encryption techniques can be found in [22].
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3 Problem Denition
Imagine an airport with a security system that allows identifying the location of people within the area of the airport. Benets of such a system are for example speeding
up the boarding process by checking the location of a passenger who did not arrive
at the gate on time, or optimizing the number of sta at security checkpoints.
The system is owned and run by a single administrator. We call this administrator
the authority. The authority would like to store the collected data in a database in order
to allow third parties in justiable cases to either learn the position of a particular person,
or identify people who were at some location during a specic time interval. Entities eligible
to query the database can be the local police department or the airport administration.
We call these parties clients.
Assume the authority does not possess an appropriate facility for storing the data
and handling the clients' queries and wants to outsource the database. Since location data
are of a sensitive nature, it is necessary to prevent the database manager from revealing
the database content. Therefore the authority has to encrypt the database records before
sending them to the database manager for storage.
In situations where a number of clients is able to query the database, it may be desirable to lower the location data precision in results returned to some clients. For instance,
the police will have access to the records of the highest possible precision, while the airport
administration will be allowed to get only less precise results.
In Section 3.1 the parties engaged in the application scenario are described. In Section 3.2, the research objective is discussed. Finally, necessary security requirements are
given in Section 3.3.

3.1

Involved Parties

Our model includes four parties. Without loss of generality we follow the example
of the airport tracking system for presenting the involved entities and their mutual relationship. Those entities are:

• Passengers
Passengers play a passive role in our model  their location data are collected
by the tracking system and further processed by the authority. They fully trust
the authority will not handle their location data in an improper manner.

• Authority
The authority is the entity in possession of the tracking system. It has the exclusive
capability to collect and encrypt the location data of passengers and to subsequently
send them to the database manager for storage. Furthermore, the authority is responsible for distributing search capabilities amongst clients in such a way that each client
is granted access to location information of pre-dened precision and it is infeasible
for the client to obtain more precise data.
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• Database Manager
The database manager stores the encrypted database and performs the search on request of a client. We assume the database manager to be honest-but-curious. It means
that he does not deviate from the protocol, yet he is interested in the database records
and may analyze the content of the database and communication between the clients
and himself in order to deduce any useful information about the stored data. The
honest-but-curious model ts our application  we assume the database manager has
economic interest in following the protocol as agreed on, but on the other hand is
not fully trusted by the authority.

• Clients
Clients are external entities interested in the records stored in the database such
as the local police department or airport security. After they obtain search capabilities
from the authority they are able to send a valid query to the database manager
and consequently obtain matching database records.

3.2

Research Objective

In this section, we describe the actual structure of the database and two types of supported queries. For simplicity we show them on the plaintext preimage of the database,
but the reader should keep in mind that in our future scheme the database must be encrypted to prevent the database manager from accessing the stored data.
We assume that the raw output data received from the tracking system have the form

hID, x, y, ti,
ID uniquely identies a person, x and y are the coordinates dening the person's exact location and t is the timestamp. The tuple hID, x, y, ti can be split into two logical parts
 the person's identier ID and the triplet of spatiotemporal information hx, y, ti. Based

where

on this division we can organize the database in two dierent manners. Either the index
consists of the tuples
or the set of

IDs

and

and the corresponding

IDs

form the content of the record,

form the searchable index and each record is the sequence of spatiotem-

poral points where

Inspection

hx, y, ti

ID

was tracked. We call the associated two types of queries

Object Location, respectively.

Region

• Region Inspection
hxi , yi , ti i. Then the record
hxi , yi , ti i consists of the identier IDi of the person who was at time
hxi , yi i. Therefore the database looks as follows:

The rst option is to form the searchable index from triplets
corresponding to

ti

at location

Index

Record

hx1 , y1 , t1 i
hx2 , y2 , t2 i

ID1
ID2

.
.
.

.
.
.

hxn , yn , tn i

IDn
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Such database layout supports queries where the client sends to the database manager
a spatiotemporal range
identiers

IDi

h[x` , xu ], [y` , yu ], [t` , tu ]i

and the database manager returns

of all passengers whose spatiotemporal data fall within the queried

range:

Query: h[x` , xu ], [y` , yu ], [t` , tu ]i
Result: {ID | hID, x, y, ti ∈ DB, x ∈ [x` , xu ], y ∈ [y` , yu ], t ∈ [t` , tu ]}
Assume we assigned to each client a maximum precision level on which he is able
to send queries to the database manager. Our aim is to build query mechanism that
guarantees this property and makes it impossible for the client to send more precise
queries. As an additional requirement, we would like the clients to obtain the answer
during one communication round with the database manager and avoid the need of iterating the search from the lowest to the desired precision level. It is a reasonable
assumption that in many cases the clients are interested in the data recently added
to the database rather than in the records created a long time ago  recall the situation mentioned at the beginning of Section 3 when a passenger is late for boarding.
Therefore the authority has to be able to create and send encrypted records for storage
in short time intervals. Moreover, the authority should be able to distribute the search
capabilities to clients at the setup stage and not having to grant permission for every
query, since that would lead to an undesirable communication overhead.

• Object Location
The second way how to organize the database is to form the searchable index from the

IDi . The corresponding record is then a sequence of spatiotemporal points hxi,1 , yi,1 , ti,1 i, · · · , hxi,n , yi,n , ti,n i dening the IDi 's movement in time.
passengers' identiers

The database looks as follows:
Index

Record

ID1
ID2

hx1,1 , y1,1 , t1,1 i, · · · , hx1,n , y1,n , t1,n i
hx2,1 , y2,1 , t2,1 i, · · · , hx2,n , y2,n , t2,n i

.
.
.

.
.
.

IDm

hxm,1 , ym,1 , tm,1 i, · · · , hxm,n , ym,n , tm,n i

In this scenario, the client sends to the database manager the

ID of the person whose

location the client wishes to learn. The database manager returns a sequence of all
spatiotemporal points associated with

ID:

Query: ID
Result: {hx, y, ti | hID, x, y, ti ∈ DB}
7

The requirements on the functionality of the scheme for Object Location are analogous to the requirements on the scheme for Region Inspection. Again, we assume each
client is given a pre-dened precision level for each of the three dimensions

x, y

and

t

and he must not be able to obtain the passengers' location data with a higher resolution in any dimension. Also, the client should obtain the answer from the database
in one communication round. Regarding the authority, there are two main requirements. It must be feasible to add new records to the database dynamically and granting search capabilities should be a one-time action.

3.3

Security Objective

Security objectives specify what requirements the constructed scheme has to full
to provide demanded functionality and yet prevent all actors in our model from nding out
more about the database content than they are allowed to learn. The security requirements
are concerning the database and the queries.

• Database requirements
We want the database content to stay condential. In other words, it must be computationally infeasible to reveal the plaintext version of database records when given
access to the encrypted database.

• Queries requirements
1. Only eligible clients are able to generate valid queries for the database.
2. The content of the query is concealed from ineligible entities.
3. Given capabilities for a spatiotemporal region of pre-dened resolution, the client
is not able to derive capabilities for a spatiotemporal region of higher resolution,
i.e. clients are not able to circumvent the hierarchical mechanism.
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4 Hierarchical Range Queries on Encrypted Data
One of the two query types for outsourced databases with location data presented
in Section 3.2 deals with the situation when a querying client would like to know who
was, during a given time interval, at a particular area within the airport. The client sends
to the database manager a query dened by a range

h[x` , xu ], [y` , yu ], [t` , tu ]i and the database

manager returns identiers of all passengers who were tracked by the surveillance system
at a location and time which falls within the queried spatiotemporal range. We called
this type of query

Region Inspection.

The second type of query from Section 3.2 referred to the dual scenario, when a client
wants to know the path of one particular passenger in the airport. The client's query is
dened by the passenger's identier

ID

and the result returned by the database man-

ager consists of all spatiotemporal entries

hx, y, ti,

by the tracking system. We named this query type

ID

where the passenger

Object Location.

was spotted

In Section 4.1 we present a scheme for multidimensional range queries, give a detailed
description of the protocol for Region Inspection based on this scheme and eventually discuss the space and time consumption of the protocol's implementation. Similarly, in Section 4.2 we rst describe a symmetric searchable scheme and highlight the techniques used
for two proposed protocols for Object Location, then we point out the protocols' benets
and disadvantages and nally we discuss the performance of the implementations.

4.1

Region Inspection

In the Region Inspection query type every plaintext record
of exact value. The goal is to encrypt

M

M

has several attributes

with its attributes in such a way that it is

possible to eciently perform range queries on these encrypted attributes. That is, given
the decryption key for a particular range we can decrypt all records

M

with attributes

within the given range.
We give a more formal denition of this property. Assume
attributes

(a1 , . . . , aD ).

Let the

ith

attribute

ai

M

is encrypted with its

be an element of range

D

[1, Ti ]. We would
D-dimensional

like to release decryption keys, where each key corresponds to a specic
range

h[x1 , y1 ], [x2 , y2 ], . . . [xD , yD ]i.
Given the decryption key corresponding with these range parameters one can successfully
decrypt all the records encrypted with attributes

(a1 , a2 , . . . , aD )

such that

a1 ∈ [x1 , y1 ], a2 ∈ [x2 , y2 ], . . . , aD ∈ [xD , yD ].
If at least one attribute does not match its dimension, the decryption will be unsuccessful.
In our application, the plaintext
sions

D

M

equals to the identier

ID

and the number of dimen-

is three  two dimensions represent spatial coordinates

represents the temporal data

t.
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x

and

y,

one dimension

Figure 1:

(Left)

The path

C = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 }

4.1.1

P(x) = {ID1 , ID2 , ID3 , ID4 }. (Middle) Set of ciphertexts
P(x). (Right) Decryption keys
for the range [3, 7]. [20]

of the encryptions with path

Range Query Mechanism

In this section we introduce a mechanism for supporting multidimensional range queries
over encrypted data (MRQED), which was proposed by Shi et al. [20]. We use the MRQED
scheme as the starting point for our solution.
There are three types of parties considered in the MRQED scheme. Firstly, an authority
who creates the records and is able to grant search competences for the encrypted database.
Then an untrusted repository storing the encrypted records. And lastly, several clients, who
request decryption keys for a region from the authority.
We rst describe the construction for one-dimensional queries and then extend the mechanism to multiple dimensions. The basic idea is to build

D

binary trees, one for every

dimension, and assign each node in the tree a range. Assigning the range follows a simple
principle: leaf nodes represent an exact value and every internal node represents the union
of ranges of its child nodes.
The MRQED is a public-key encryption scheme. Each node has a unique identier which
can be used for deriving the node's public key for identity based encryption. Identity-based
encryption is a public key encryption scheme in which the public key can be an arbitrary
string and a master key is needed for deriving the private key. In MRQED the owner
of the secret master key is the authority. Since identity-based encryption is not part of the
end solution as presented in this thesis we will omit further details of this encryption
scheme. The interested reader is referred to [5] and [9].

M under an exact value x we identify the path P(x) from the root
the node representing x and encrypt M separately with all public keys of the nodes
the path P(x). The resulting ciphertext C sent to the repository for storage is the seTo encrypt a message

to
in

quence of component ciphertexts. An example is shown in Figure 1  to encrypt under the value
in

P(x)

x ∈ [1, T ]

P(x) = {ID1 , ID2 , ID3 , ID4 }. Each
ciphertexts C = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 } with one

we nd the path

contributes to the nal sequence of

node
com-

ponent ciphertext.
To decrypt a sequence of cipertexts
est set of nodes

Λ(s, t)

covering

[s, t]

C

under a range

[s, t] the client rst nds the small-

and asks the authority to send him the private keys
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of these nodes. If the authority approves the request and sends the keys for decryption,
the client goes sequentially through the database and tries to decrypt every component
ciphertext with every decryption key he received from the authority. In case the attribute

x
in

of a ciphertext

P(x)

C

falls in the range

[s, t],

the set of nodes in

Λ(s, t)

and the set of nodes

intersect in exactly one node. Hence, if the client tries all decryption keys on all

component ciphertexts that
ample for the range

C

consists of, he successfully decrypts

C . Figure 1 shows an ex-

[3, 7].

The MRQED for multiple dimensions works by employing the MRQED for each di-

M
(3, 5) we rst identify in the rst tree the path leading from the root

mension separately. An example for two dimensions is shown in Figure 2. To encrypt
under the attribute pair

to the leaf node with value 3 and then we nd in the second tree the path leading to the leaf
with value 5. We encrypt

with keys of nodes in path

P1 (3)

and get component cipher-

c4 . In the second dimension we encrypt with keys of nodes in path P2 (5)
and obtain ciphertexts c5 , c6 , c7 and c8 . Following the principle of decryption in one dimension, the decryption under two-dimensional range [2, 6] × [3, 7] requires revealing keys
{kIDA , kIDB , kIDC } in the rst dimension and keys {kIDD , kIDE , kIDF } in the second dimension, as {IDA , IDB , IDC } is the smallest set of nodes in the rst dimension covering
the range [2, 6] and {IDD , IDE , IDF } is the smallest set of nodes in the second dimension
covering the range [3, 7].
Testing whether a ciphertext C = {c1 , . . . , c8 } decrypts successfully with the keys
{kIDA , . . . , kIDF } works as follows: at rst, we choose one key from each dimension. Following the example in Figure 2 it means one key from the set {kIDA , kIDB , kIDC } and one key
from the set {kIDD , kIDE , kIDF }. Let those be, for instance, keys kIDA and kIDE . We pick
from the ciphertext C component ciphertexts, which correspond to the chosen keys in each
dimension and level. In our case these are c4 and c7 . We try to decrypt the component
texts

c1 , c2 , c3

M

and

ciphertexts with the keys. We repeat this process for all combinations of keys. If the ciphertext is an encryption under a point lying inside the range which the keys correspond to,
then one decryption will be successful. In the example in Figure 2 the value
inside the queried range

x = (3, 5)

lies

[2, 6] × [3, 7] and the key pair {kIDB , kIDE } successfully decrypts
{c3 , c7 }. We omit the technical details of the construction, since

component ciphertext pair

it relies on pairing-based cryptography and we will not employ this cryptographic primitive
in our hierarchical range query mechanism.
We have to be aware of the fact that such a construction leads to the possibility of a collusion attack. We illustrate the attack on two dimensional queries (Figure 2). Assume

{kx1 , ky1 }

R1 and keys
{kx2 , ky2 } corresponding to region R4 . Then this client has access also to regions R2 and R3 ,
because the decryption keys for the region R2 are {kx2 , ky1 } and the keys for the region
R3 are {kx1 , ky2 }, which the client already knows. The solution of the problem is described

the authority revealed to a client keys

corresponding to a region

in [20]. Since our specic application is not vulnerable to collusion attacks, we will not
present more details of this solution.
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Figure 2:

(Left)

under the range

4.1.2

Encryption under the point

[2, 6] × [3, 7]. (Right)

(3, 5). (Middle)

Decryption

Collusion attack in two dimensions. [20]

Protocol Description

For our scheme we adopt from MRQED the principle of attribute hierarchy and build
for every dimension a tree with nodes representing a range in the dimension. However,
we are able to modify the original scheme due to dierent assumptions in the research
objective. Namely, we identify the following main dierences:

• Queried range
Clients in the MRQED model can search for arbitrary ranges if it is allowed by the authority, while each client in our model has the query range limited to a pre-dened
level in the tree. In this aspect, we can consider our scheme to be a special case
of MRQED.

• Distribution of search capabilities
The authority in the MRQED model releases keys on every client's demand, range
by range. The authority in our model distributes keys to all clients at the setup
stage and later does not intervene with the actual search in which only a client
and the database manager are involved.

• Collusion attack
We give to each client keys for the whole range of every tree level that the client
is allowed to query. Thus we do not have to solve the problem of avoiding collusion
attacks.

• Plaintext concealing
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In MRQED nding a match reveals the record content to the database manager.
However, in our scenario, we wish to conceal the plaintext record from the database
manager when a matching record is found.
Based on these dierences mentioned above we change the MRQED scheme in two ways.
We modify the tree structure and we use a dierent cryptographic primitive.
As for the tree corresponding to a dimension, we do not build a binary tree. Instead,
we use a tree where the number of children of each node is equal for a particular level, but
not necessarily equal for nodes on dierent levels. As opposed to a binary tree, this limits
the range the clients are able to query, but since we do not aim for supporting queries
of an arbitrary range this is not a problem in our application. Changing the tree structure
in this way also leads to decreasing the total number of nodes in the tree and consequently
to lower demands on the database storage.
With regard to the used cryptographic primitive, we use block ciphers instead of pairingbased cryptography as the basic building block of our mechanism. This is because we do
not have to deal with the threat of collusion attacks as described in Section 4.1.1. The protocol for Region Inspection consists of several stages, which we describe in the remainder
of this section. Full description of the Region Inspection protocol can be found on page 17.

Setup
During the initial setup stage the authority generates the data needed for the system
functionality. It denes the structure of the trees, generates the keys required for creating
records and performing the search and it distributes the search capabilities to clients.

T1 , T2 and T3 , one for each element of the attributes
hx, y, ti. That is, tree T1 corresponds to the coordinate x, tree T2 to coordinate y
tree T3 to the temporal attribute t. By dening the trees we mean setting the number

At rst, the authority denes trees
triplet
and

of nodes in each level and assigning each node the range it represents. While the maximum
range of the trees dening the location are limited by the area where the tracking system is
installed, the time is a continuous quantity. Therefore we assume the full range of the time
interval is bounded by some logical unit, e.g. one day.
Each node in each tree is assigned a unique node key. Unlike in MRQED, in our construction it is a block-cipher key. The node keys are used for creating records of the database
and they are distributed to clients to grant them access to the database. When we move
lower in the tree structure, the number of nodes in a level, and therefore also the number
of node keys, increases, and can become signicantly large in the bottom levels of a tree.
The node keys serve as the means for granting search capabilities to the clients and have
to be sent to each client. To minimize the communication costs between the authority
and the clients we want to nd a better solution than transmitting all the single node
keys. The solution to this problem is to generate some secret value from which all the keys
on a particular level can be derived. Then the authority needs to transmit only this secret
to the client and he can compute all the node keys locally.
The authority generates one random seed

s for each tree and level and derives the keys

as hashed values of the seed concatenated with a counter value which increases by one for ev-
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ery new key. The rst key of a specic level is generated as

h(sk1),

the second as

h(sk2)

and so on. An additional improvement is to generate a random seed for the lowest tree level
and compute the seed for the level above as the hash of the seed of the lower level. That

s,

is, the seed for the lowest level equals
the seed of two levels above as

h(h(s))

the seed for the level above is computed as

h(s),

etc. Then each client needs to get from the author-

ity only the seed for the maximum precision level he is allowed to query and then he can
compute all the node keys for this level and all levels above. Under the assumption that

h

is pre-image resistant, the client is not able to compute from the secret seed for level

the seed for level

`

` + 1.

Apart from the node keys, the authority needs to generated one more set of keys. Those
keys are used to pre-encrypt the value of

ID

when the authority creates a new record.

The pre-encryption guarantees that the database manager does not learn the actual

ID

when he nds in the database a record matching to a client's query. One pre-encryption
key is needed for each tree level.
The last step in the setup stage is generating for each tree

{0, 1, . . . , di }

where

di

denotes the depth of the tree

Ti .

Ti

a permutation of the set

The permutation is used to mask

the order of component ciphertext when a new record for the database is computed. Its
purpose is to prevent the database manager from learning information about the queried
depth, when the database manager performs the search on behalf of a client.

Creating a Record
The authority is the only entity eligible to add records to the database, hence this stage
is completely in the hands of the authority. Assume the authority received
as the output of the tracking system and now wants to encrypt

hx, y, ti. We will describe what happens for a single attribute x,
t is analogous. This stage consists of several steps.

ID

hID, x, y, ti

under the attributes

because the process for

y

and

1.

Path Identication
The authority identies in the tree

T1

P1 leading from the root to the leaf
node representing the value of x. With each level ` in T1 is associated a pre-encryption
key K1,` and with each node in P1 a node key. As P1 contains d1 + 1 nodes, there are
d1 + 1 node keys.

2.

the path

Randomization and Pre-encryption
r consisting of n random bits, appends
(IDkr) with keys K1,0 , K1,1 , . . . , K1,d1 .

The authority generates a random number
it to

ID

and encrypts

d1 + 1

copies of

The random number prevents record linking. Consider we did not use this randomization and sent to the database manager two records computed from two tuples

hID, x, y, ti,

where

ID

and

x

able to read the exact value of

are equal. Then the database manager would not be

ID,

but would recognize that the

ID

and

x

are equal

in both records. When we use the randomization such linking is impossible.
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3.

Encryption under Node Keys
The authority appends to the resulting ciphertext

m

zeros. Appended zeros enable

the database manager to distinguish matching records during the search phase.
m
The authority takes (EK1,0 (IDkr)k0 ) and encrypts it with the key of the rst
node in

P1 (i.e. with the root key)
(EK1,1 (IDkr)k0m ) with the node key

as

Consequently, the authority encrypts

of the second node in

similarly for all the nodes remaining in
4.

c1,0 .

P1

as

c1,1

and continues

P1 .

Permutation of Component Ciphertexts
In the previous step the authority created component ciphertexts

{c1,0 , c1,1 , . . . , c1,d1 }.
π1 . The nal

In the last step the authority permutes component ciphertexts with

record sent to the database manager for storage including the component ciphertexts
for attributes

y

and

t

looks as follows:

π1 {c1,0 , c1,1 , . . . , c1,d1 },
π2 {c2,0 , c2,1 , . . . , c2,d2 },
π3 {c3,0 , c3,1 , . . . , c3,d3 }.

Request for Search
`1 in T1 , level
stage seeds s1,`1 , s2,`2 , s3,`3
0
0
0
region. Let d1 , d2 and d3

Assume that the client is allowed to query the database on maximum level

`2

in

T2

and level

`3

in

T3 .

The client received during the setup

from the authority. He derives the node keys for the required

denote the depth of the region in trees T1 , T2 and T3 respectively. As the next step,
0
0
0
the client computes indexes π1 (d1 ), π2 (d2 ), π3 (d3 ) dening on which place in the encrypted
record a potentially matching item is placed. Then the client sends the keys and indexes
to the database manager.

Search in the Database
The database manager goes sequentially through all records in the database and de-

c1,π1 (d01 ) with the rst key from the client. If the result ends with m zeros, he decrypts
c
with the second key. In case he obtains a result ending with m zeros, he continues
to the third dimension. If this one again ends with m zeros, the database manager deletes
in each result the last m zero bits and sends the records to the client.
crypts

2,π2 (d02 )

Result Decryption
The client decrypt the three ciphertexts with keys

K1,d01 , K2,d02 , K3,d03

and discards the last

n bits of each result. If the results are equal, he considers this the correct answer to the query.

Complexity
15

The complexity of the Region Inspection protocol is summarized in Table 1. As up to
now,

d1 , d2

and

d3

denote the maximum depth of the trees

T1 , T2

and

T3 ,

but for the sake

of clarity of the summary we start counting the depths from one (therefore the depth
of the root is one), while in the remainder of the text the depths are counted from zero
(the depth of the root is zero).
The overall amount of operations during the stages Create Record and Perform Search
grows linearly with the total number of records. The number of operations during the Decrypt Results stage grows linearly with the number of results returned to the client.

Protocol Stage

Number and Type of Operations

Setup

d1 + d2 + d3 − 3 hash operations
2 × (d1 + d2 + d3 ) block cipher encryptions
d1 + d2 + d3 hash operations

Create Record (per record)
Send Query

3 hash operations

Perform Search (per record)

13 block cipher decryptions

Decrypt Results (per result)

3 block cipher decryptions

Table 1: Complexity overview of the Region Inspection protocol.
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Region Inspection Protocol  Full Description
Protocol Setup :: Authority
1. Build the structure of trees

T1 , T2

and

T3 ,

T1 , T2 , T3

and set

d1 , d2

and

d3

as the depth of the tree

respectively.

2. Generate random keys

K1,0 , . . . , K1,d1 , K2,0 , . . . , K2,d2 , K3,0 , . . . , K3,d3 .

h, generate random seeds s1,d1 , s2,d2 , s3,d3
i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, . . . , di .

3. Select a hash function

h(si,j )

for

4. Generate random permutations
5. Send each client
levels
6. Send

`1 , `2 , `3

C`

and compute

π1 , π2 , π3 , where πi is a permutation of the set {1, 2, . . . , di }.
T1 , T2 , T3 and the maximum
client C` in dimensions x, y and t.

a description of the trees

of queries allowed for the

π1 , π2 , π3 , s1,`1 , s2,`2 , s3,`3

si,j−1 :=

and

Kj,0 , . . . , Kj,`j

for

j = 1, 2, 3

precision

to every client

C`

in a secure manner.

Create Record(hID, x, y, ti) :: Authority
1. Generate a random number
2. Compute

r

consisting of

c0 := EKi,j (IDkr)k0m

for

n

bits.

i = 1, 2, 3, j = 0, 1, . . . , di .

i = 1, 2, 3 identify the path Pi leading in the tree Ti from the root node to the node
x, y and t, respectively. For i = 1, 2, 3, d = 0, 1, . . . , di , set ctri,d
the position of the node at the depth d in path Pi .

3. For

representing the value
as

4. For

i = 1, 2, 3, d = 0, 1, . . . , di ,

compute

5. Compute component ciphertexts

6. Permute component ciphertexts

ki,d := h(si,d kctri,d ).

c1,0 := Ek1,0 (c0 ), . . . , c1,d1 := Ek1,d1 (c0 ),
c2,0 := Ek2,0 (c0 ), . . . , c2,d2 := Ek2,d2 (c0 ),
c3,0 := Ek3,0 (c0 ), . . . , c3,d3 := Ek3,d3 (c0 ).
π1 (c1,0 , c1,1 , . . . , c1,d1 ), π2 (c2,0 , c2,1 , . . . , c2,d2 ),

π3 (c3,0 , c3,1 , . . . , c3,d3 ).
7. Create nal ciphertext

C

C

as a sequence of permuted component ciphertexts and send

to the database manager for storage.

Send Query(d01 , d02 , d03 , ctr1,d01 , ctr2,d02 , ctr3,d03 ) :: Client C`
1. For

j = 1, 2, 3,

set

sj := sj,`j

and repeat
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`j − dj

times

sj := h(sj ).

2. Compute
3. Send

k1 := h(s1 kctr1,d01 ), k2 := h(s2 kctr2,d02 )

k1 , k2 , k3

and

π1 (d01 ), π2 (d02 ), π3 (d03 )

and

k3 := h(s3 kctr3,d03 ).

to the database manager.

Perform Search(k1 , k2 , k3 , d01 , d02 , d03 ):: Database manager
1. Initialize

C = ∅.

2. For each database record C :
m
0
0
for some c1 then
if Dk1 (c1,d0 ) = c1 k0
1
m
0
0
for some c2 then
if Dk2 (c2,d0 ) = c2 k0
2
m
0
0
for some c3 then
if Dk3 (c3,d0 ) = c3 k0
3

3. Send

C

to the client

C = C ∪ {c01 , c02 , c03 }.

C`i .

Decrypt Result(c01 , c02 , c03 ) :: Client C`
1. Compute

p1 = DK1,d0 (c01 ), p2 = DK2,d0 (c02 ), p3 = DK3,d0 (c03 ).
1

2. If

p1 = p2 = p3

3

2

then remove the last

to the query.
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n

bits of

p1

and consider this the answer

4.1.3

Performance Analysis

The Region Inspection protocol was implemented to measure the time needed for executing the protocol steps. The code was written in C++ and the Crypto++ library [10] was
used to provide the implementation of block ciphers, hash functions and a pseudorandom
generator.
Regarding the cryptographic primitives and its parameters, AES with 128-bit key [18]
was chosen for both the plaintext pre-encryption and the encryption of the pre-encrypted
text using a node key. Further, SHA-256 from the SHA-2 family of cryptographic hash
functions [19] was used for deriving the individual node keys. For randomization, instead
of appending random bits to the plaintext input, the most commonly used mode of operation for a block cipher, the CBC-mode [12], with a random initialization vector was used
for the AES encryption.
The following system parameters were chosen:

• Tree structures
As for the maximum ranges, the area of Prague International Airport was chosen

x and y were chosen
750 and 200 metres, respectively, as the airport's approximate area. The full range

for the purpose of practical illustration. The maximum ranges for
as

for the tree storing temporal information was chosen to be one day, as a natural
time unit. Each tree has depth four, where depth is counted from zero. The details
on the number of nodes and the range they represent are given in Table 2.

Depth
Number of Nodes
Node Range
Depth
Number of Nodes
Node Range
Depth
Number of Nodes
Node Range

Tree T1
0

1

2

3

4

1

2

4

8

40

200 m

100 m

50 m

25 m

5 m

Tree T2
0

1

2

3

4

1

3

15

30

150

750 m

250 m

50 m

25 m

5 m

Tree T3
0

1

2

3

4

1

24

96

1440

17280

24 h

1 h

15 min

1 min

5 sec

Table 2: The structures of the trees

T1 , T2

and

T3 .

• Number of records
For demonstration purposes, the total number of records was chosen to be 100.000.
Altogether 100 random identiers were generated and for each identier 1000 random
triplets

hx, y, ti

were generated.
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• Identier
Following the example of the BSN number, a nine-digit number was used as an identier.

Time Consumption
The time to perform the individual steps of the protocol was measured. That is, we
measured the duration of the setup stage, the time to populate the database and nally
to perform the search. The resulting times are shown in Table 3.

Protocol Stage

Measured Time

Setup

60.0

Database population

186.6 s

Search (per query)

10.6 s

µs

Table 3: Time consumption.

The Prague Airport handles approximately 30.000 passengers in one day. Assume that
the average time spent on the airport is one hour. The number of spatiotemporal records
collected for one passenger during one hour is 720. For 30.000 passengers that means
21.600.000 database records. As the time grows linearly with the number of database
records, searching in a database of such size would take around 35 minutes.
The time needed for database population is in principle the time needed for encrypting
the plaintext records. Since the data collection and encryption happens in batches throughout the whole day and not at one time for the entire dataset, the linear increase in the time
required for the database population would not pose a problem.
The search time measured during the performance tests is acceptable in case the results
are not required immediately or the size of the database is rather small. If the results are
needed immediately, e.g. when we need to locate a passenger who did not arrive for boarding, the time for searching becomes impractical.
The time consumption can be improved by further optimization. Checking successful decryption of a record is independent on checking successful decryption of other records, therefore it is possible to parallelize the computations. The workload can be divided over several
servers responsible for searching in the corresponding part of the database.

Space Consumption
We calculated the storage requirements for the database and the auxiliary data such
as the key sets. Encrypting a nine-digit number as the initial input leads to 32 bytes long
component ciphertext, i.e. two AES blocks. The reasoning is following:

•

The plaintext record of 9 digits corresponds to 9 bytes. These 9 bytes are padded
to the AES block size, that is 16 bytes, and encrypted.
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•

Several zero bytes for denoting successful search are appended to the 16-byte text.
We used 8 bytes, thus now we have a text of 24 bytes.

•

Eventually, the pre-encrypted 24-byte text is encrypted with AES. Before encryption
the ciphertext is padded in order to have length of a multiple of the block size.
The closest multiple of a block size is

2 × 16 = 32

bytes. Therefore, the length of one

component ciphertext is 32 bytes.
There are three dimensions and for every dimension ve component ciphertexts have to
be calculated. Hence, one complete database record consists of 15 component ciphertexts
and the size of one complete database record is

15 × 32 = 480

bytes.

However, there are some additional storage requirements on the side of the database
manager to provide full functionality of the system.

•

Initialization vectors (IV) for the pre-encryption have to be stored. When a match
is found the corresponding IV is returned to the querying client who needs the IV
to recover the plaintext

ID from the result. The database manager does not use these

data for any computation. One IV of 16 bytes is needed per record.

•

Furthermore, initialization vectors for the encryption are stored. When the database
manager looks for a match he uses these IVs for trial decryption of the records. Again,
one IV of 16 bytes per record is needed.

The space needed for both IVs is hence 32 bytes per record.
Storage requirements for the authority are negligible. The authority has to store the preencryption keys. There is one pre-encryption key of 16 bytes for every tree and every
depth, together

15 × 16

bytes

= 240

bytes. Besides the pre-encryption keys, the authority

stores also seeds used as the input for the cryptographic hash function. We use a 32 bytes
long input, therefore the authority needs

15 × 32

bytes

= 480

bytes to store the seeds.

The overview of storage requirements is given in Table 4.

Constituent Data
Per database

Storage Requirements

Pre-encryption keys

240 bytes

Seeds

480 bytes

Initialization vectors

32 bytes

Component ciphertext

32 bytes

Complete database record (excluding IVs)

480 bytes

Complete database record (including IVs)

512 bytes

Per record

Table 4: Space consumption.

For a database with 21.600.000 records the total storage needed at the side of the database
manager is approximately 10.3 GB, which is a satisfactory result.
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4.2

Object Location

In the Object Location query type the client is interested in learning the trajectory
of a person with the identier

ID.

To support such queries, every item in the database

consists of two parts  an encrypted personal identier
When a client wants to search the database for

ID's

ID

and

ID's

encrypted trajectory.

trajectory he sends to the database

manager the encrypted identier. If a matching item is found in the database,

ID's

en-

crypted trajectory is sent back to the client as the result.
Similarly to Region Inspection, we assume there are several precision levels of the spatiotemporal data and every client is assigned a maximum precision level on which he is
able to obtain records from the database. The aim of the encryption scheme is to guarantee
that the client does not learn the trajectory with higher precision than he is allowed.
In order to eciently represent the points of the trajectory on multiple resolution levels,
the spatiotemporal points of the trajectory are represented as ranges. Before sending a new
encrypted record for storage in the database, the authority converts the exact spatiotemporal point

hx, y, ti to

h[x` , xu ], [y` , yu ], [t` , tu ]i.

several records of the form

There exists one

record for every precision level.
A result returned to the client is then the encryption of the following data:

h[x1,` , x1,u ], [y1,` , y1,u ], [t1,` , t1,u ]i, . . . , h[xn,` , xn,u ], [yn,` , yn,u ], [tn,` , tn,u ]i,
where

n is the number of spatiotemporal points in the trajectory and the ranges correspond

to the maximum precision level assigned to the querying client.

4.2.1

Symmetric Searchable Scheme

The state-of-the-art symmetric searchable encryption schemes employ several recurrent
techniques. Plaintext records are masked with random bits and the ciphertexts are then
stored at a random location of the storage space.
The seminal work of Curtmola et al. [11] provides an illustration of both principles.
In their model a collection of encrypted les

f1 , f2 , . . . , fn

is to be stored in an untrusted

repository and the goal is to eciently search for les containing a keyword from a keyword
set

W = {w1 , w2 , . . . , w` }. Two data structures, an array A and look-up table T , are created

to achieve the desired functionality.
A linked list

Lw

is constructed for every keyword

with a symmetric key
of the array

A.

The

Ki

i-th

and the nodes of

node

Ni

Lw

w.

Every node of

Lw

is encrypted

are stored at randomly chosen locations

has the form

hfw , addr(Ni+1 ), Ki+1 i,
where

fw

w, addr(Ni+1 ) determines
Ki+1 is the symmetric key

is a unique identier of a le containing the keyword

the position of the next node of

Lw

inside the array

A

and

for decrypting the following node.
The position of the head of
table

T.

Lw

and the key to recover its content is kept in a look-up

One item in the look-up table corresponds to one keyword and the items in

encrypted symmetrically.
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T

are

The client eligible for search has knowledge of the look-up table

T

and knows the keys to

decrypt the items in the table. Then the client just has to identify the location of the item
corresponding to the desired keyword
the item in

T.

w

and send to the repository the key to decrypt

Consequently, the repository manager decrypts the item in

cess to the rst node of

Lw

stored in

A

T,

gets ac-

and therefore also to all following nodes of

Lw .

When he nds the identiers he sends to the client the encrypted documents containing

w.

The keyword

4.2.2

w

stays concealed from the repository manager.

Protocol Description

We adopt the representation of ranges from the scheme for Region Inspection. Trees

T1 , T2

and

T3

are built over dimensions

x, y

and

t.

Every level in a tree corresponds

to one precision level of the attribute. That is, the root node represents the whole range

x
hx, y, ti on dierent precision levels the authority nds in T1
the node corresponding to the range containing x. The authority encrypts the counter
holding the position of the node within the level and repeats the actions for y and t.
and the leaves stand for the ranges of the nest resolution. To represent the value of

from the spatiotemporal point

The major challenge is to add new database records dynamically and at the same
time protect the data to the highest possible extent. We propose two protocols for Object
Location and compare their advantages and disadvantages.

Object Location Protocol 1
As stated at the beginning of Section 4.2, the database can be logically divided into two
parts, the searchable index and encrypted trajectories. The index consists of encrypted
identiers which are stored in the form of

(ID ⊕ FK (ID)),
where

F

is a pseudorandom function and

K

is a secret symmetric key generated by the au-

thority. The authority sends the key to the eligible clients during the setup stage of the protocol.

T1 , T2 and T3 have the same depth d. To add
ID's trajectory a tuple of 3×(d+1) items is appended

For simplicity we assume that the trees
an encrypted spatiotemporal point to
to

G

ID's

encrypted identier. The tuple looks as follows:

hr1,0 , ctr1,0 ⊕ GK1,0 (r1,0 )i
hr1,1 , ctr1,1 ⊕ GK1,1 (r1,1 )i

hr2,0 , ctr2,0 ⊕ GK2,0 (r2,0 )i
hr2,1 , ctr2,1 ⊕ GK2,1 (r2,1 )i

hr3,0 , ctr3,0 ⊕ GK3,0 (r3,0 )i
hr3,1 , ctr3,1 ⊕ GK3,1 (r3,1 )i

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

hr1,d , ctr1,d ⊕ GK1,d (r1,d )i

hr2,d , ctr2,d ⊕ GK2,d (r2,d )i

hr3,d , ctr3,d ⊕ GK3,d (r3,d )i

ri,j
ctr3,j

denotes a pseudorandom function,

ponent item and

ctr1,j , ctr2,j

and

is a random value chosen anew for every comrepresent
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x, y

and

t

on the precision level

j.

The authority permutes the positions of the items within the record before sending them

G are distributed by the authority during the setup stage. Every client obtains the keys K1,`1 , K2,`2 and K3,`3 , where `1 ,
`2 and `3 are the maximum permitted precisions for dimensions x, y and t. Every client is
also given the position of the items with precision `1 , `2 and `3 in the permuted record.
Now assume the client wants to look for the records of some passenger ID . Since he
knows the key K he can calculate (ID ⊕ FK (ID)) and send it to the database manager.
to the database manager for storage. The keys for the function

The client sends also the position of the data of requested precision within the tuple,
as the database manager does not return the whole tuple of

3×(d+1) items, but sends back

only the items of the requested precision. The database manager goes through the index
and either says he did not nd any match for this person or he sends back all the items

hr1,`1 , ctr1,`1 ⊕ GK1,`1 (r1,`1 )i, hr2,`2 , ctr2,`2 ⊕ GK2,`2 (r2,`2 )i, hr3,`3 , ctr3,`3 ⊕ GK3,`3 (r3,`3 )i.
r1,`1 , r2,`2 and r3,`3
plaintexts ctr1,`1 , ctr2,`2

The client uses

with the corresponding keys as the input for

covers the

and

G

and re-

ctr3,`3 .

This scheme allows the authority to add new records to an existing database dynamically. The database manager does not learn anything about the queried precision levels
and thanks to randomization can not distinguish when two records store the same information. An additional advantage of this scheme is that the database manager can order
the encrypted identiers in the index and thus make the search faster.
Unfortunately, this scheme suers from one major drawback. When a client queries
for some specic precision level in the database, information about the higher precision
of the returned location data may leak. The source of the problem is that multiple copies
of equal plaintext records are returned back to the client. Dierent outputs
and

hID, x2 , y2 , t2 i

hID, x1 , y1 , t1 i

can lead to the same representation

hctrx1 ,`x , ctry1 ,`y , ctrt1 ,`t i = hctrx2 ,`x , ctry2 ,`y , ctrt2 ,`t i,
especially in the higher levels of the trees.
We will give an example of the data leakage for one dimension, but the same principle
can be extended to more dimensions. Consider a tree where level 4 is the most precise level,
every leaf represents a 5-meter range and all records on level 4 are unique, since that is
the granularity of the tracking system output. Assume a client is eligible for queries on level
3, where every node represents a 10-meter range. The client asks the database manager
for the trajectory of

ID.

After decrypting the results he recovers two records

hID, [10, 20]i, hID, [10, 20]i.
Then the client can deduce that

ID

must have been located in both underlying higher-

precision ranges. That is,

hID, [10, 15]i, hID, [15, 20]i,
because only these records on level 4 can lead to the doubled record on level 3. Therefore
the client learned

ID's

location with higher precision than he was allowed to.
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Object Location Protocol 1  Full Description
Protocol Setup(p ∈ N, k ∈ N, ` ∈ N) :: Authority
1. Build the structure of trees

T1 , T2

2. Choose a pseudorandom function
K ∈ {0, 1}k .

and

T3

of equal depth

d.

F : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}p → {0, 1}p

G : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}` → {0, 1}`
K1,0 , . . . , K1,d , K2,0 , . . . , K2,d , K3,0 , . . . , K3,d ∈ {0, 1}k .

3. Choose a pseudorandom function

4. Generate permutations
5. Send to every client

π1 , π2 , π3

of the set

and generate a key

and generate keys

{0, . . . , d}.

C`:

1.

`1 , `2 and `3 denoting the maximum
and t allowed for the client.

2.

K1,`1 , K2,`2 , K3,`3 .

3.

π1 (`1 ), π2 (`2 ), π3 (`3 ).

precision levels of results in dimensions

x, y

Create Record(hID, x, y, ti) :: Authority
1. Compute

f = (ID ⊕ FK (ID)).
ID

2. Identify the nodes
in

T3

representing

3. Generate

ctr1,0 , . . . , ctr1,d in T1 , ctr2,0 , . . . , ctr2,d in T2 and ctr3,0 , . . . , ctr3,d
the values x, y and t on every precision level.

r1,0 , . . . , r1,d , r2,0 , . . . , r2,d , r3,0 , . . . , r3,d ∈ {0, 1}` .

4. For

i = 1, 2, 3, j = 0, . . . , d,

5. For

j = 0, . . . , d

compute

compute

Ci,j = ctri,j ⊕ GKi,j (ri,j ).

π1 (C1,j ), π2 (C2,j ), π3 (C3,j )

and send

f π1 (C1,0 ), . . . , π1 (C1,d ), π2 (C2,0 ), . . . , π2 (C2,d ), π3 (C3,0 ), . . . , π3 (C3,d )i
hID,
to the database manager for storage.

Send Query(ID) :: Client C`
1. Compute
2. Send

f
ID

f = (ID ⊕ FK (ID)).
ID
and

P1 = π1 (`1 ), P1 = π2 (`2 ), P3 = π3 (`3 )
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to the database manager.

f P1 , P2 , P3 i):: Database manager
Perform Search(hID,
1. Find in the index item

f and return items on positions P1 , P2
ID

and

P3

in correspond-

ing records.

Decrypt Result(hC1 , C2 , C3 i) :: Client C`
1. For all returned results
1. Parse

C1 , C2 , C3

to

hr1 , c1 i, hr2 , c2 i, hr3 , c3 i.

2. Compute and return

c1 ⊕ GK1,`1 (r1 ), c2 ⊕ GK2,`2 (r2 ), c3 ⊕ GK3,`3 (r3 ).
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Object Location Protocol 2
The Object Location Protocol 2 is a variation of the Object Location Protocol 1. Several
changes are introduced to solve the problem of information leakage described above. We
use again the trees

T1 , T2

and

T3

and their structure to represent the ranges of

and we assume the trees have equal depth

x, y

and

t

d.

The index is constructed exactly as in the rst scheme and consists of encrypted identiers

(ID ⊕ FK̃ (ID)).
trajectory is done by appending tuples to the masked ID .
3
In this protocol one tuple has (d + 1) component items, one item for every combina-

Adding new points to
tion of precisions

ID's

h`1 , `2 , `3 i.

(d + 1) precision
3
is (d + 1) .

Since there are

the total number of possible combinations

levels and three dimensions,

The cause of the information leakage in the previous protocol resides in retrieving
multiple copies of the same plaintext. To x the problem we make the trajectory encryption
deterministic for every

ID. Then, repeated combination of ID and a range of some precision

can be distinguished and prevented from storing. Nevertheless, the encryption of the same
range for two dierent

IDs should vary to prevent the database manager from linking IDs

that were seen at the same location.

hctr1,`1 , ctr2,`2 , ctr3,`3 i be the representation of hx, y, ti on precision combination
` = h`1 , `2 , `3 i and let (K, E, D) be a symmetric encryption scheme. A spatiotemporal
point hx, y, ti of precision ` is stored as
Let

EK` (ctr1,`1 , ctr2,`2 , ctr3,`3 ).
ID, then the encryption of hctr1,`1 , ctr2,`2 , ctr3,`3 i will result
ID, but will be dierent for two dierent IDs. The author0
3
combination ` a key K` . Hence, there are (d + 1) encryption

If we couple the key with the

in equal ciphertexts for the same

ity assigns to every precision
0
keys K` . The keys K` are computed as

K` = GK`0 (ID),
where

G

is a pseudorandom function.

We actively engage the database manager in storing the encrypted trajectory points.
Every new record sent for storage consists of the masked identier
3
and the encrypted location of N = (d + 1) precisions:

EK1 (ctr1,`1,1 , ctr2,`2,1 , ctr3,`3,1 )
EK2 (ctr1,`1,2 , ctr2,`2,2 , ctr3,`3,2 )
.
.
.

EKN (ctr1,`1,N , ctr2,`2,N , ctr3,`3,N )
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f = (ID ⊕ F (ID))
ID
K̃

When the database manager receives a new record for storage he nds
If

f
ID

f
ID

in the index.

is not yet in the database he adds the complete record as sent by the author-

f already exists in the index he checks for every precision bin
ID
EK (ctr1,`1 , ctr2,`2 , ctr3,`3 ) is stored in the database. If the item is in the database

ity. In case an entry
whether

the database manager does not store another copy in this precision bin. This way we avoid
multiple copies of the same plaintext.
Every client receives during the setup stage from the authority keys

K`0

for the precision

combinations he is allowed to learn and information about the position of the precision
bin

`

within the record. To query the database the client rst computes

then calculates

f = (ID ⊕ F (ID))
ID
K̃

and sends

f
ID

K` = GK`0 (ID),

and the position of the precision bin

to the database manager, who returns all matching records.
The Object Location Protocol 2 does not leak information about the higher precision
data to the client and at the same time retains most of the advantages of the Object
Location Protocol 1. The authority can add records dynamically and the database manager
can order the records and make the search more ecient. However, the database manager
can deduce information about the resolution levels based on the length of the requested
precision bin.
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Object Location Protocol 2  Full Description
Protocol Setup(k ∈ N, p ∈ N, m ∈ N):: Authority
1. Build the structure of trees

T1 , T2

and

T3

of equal depth

d.

2. Choose a pseudorandom function
K̃ ∈ {0, 1}k .

F : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}p → {0, 1}p

3. Choose a pseudorandom function
k
0
.
K10 , . . . , K(d+1)
3 ∈ {0, 1}

G : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}m → {0, 1}k

4. Send to every client

and generate keys

C`:

1.

` = h`1 , `2 , `3 i denoting the maximum
and t allowed for the client.

2.

P`

precision level of results in dimensions

denoting the position of the item with precision

3. keys

and generate a key

`

x, y

within the record.

K̃, K`0 .

Create Record(hID, x, y, ti) :: Authority
1. Compute

f = (ID ⊕ F (ID)).
ID
K̃

2. Identify the nodes
in

T3

representing

ctr1,0 , . . . , ctr1,d in T1 , ctr2,0 , . . . , ctr2,d in T2 and ctr3,0 , . . . , ctr3,d
the values x, y and t on every precision level.

3. For every precision combination

` = h`1 , `2 , `3 i

1.

K` = GK`0 (ID).

2.

C` = EK` (ctr1,`1 , ctr2,`2 , ctr3,`3 ).

4. Send

f C1 , . . . , C(d+1)3 i
hID,

compute

to the database manager for storage.

f C1 , . . . , C(d+1)3 i) :: Database manager
Store Record(hID,
1. Find index entry

f
ID

and for

if an equal item is not stored

i = 1, . . . , (d + 1)3
at the i-th position

Send Query(ID) :: Client C`
1. Compute
2. Send

f
ID

f = (ID ⊕ F (ID)).
ID
K̃
and

P`

to the database manager.
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store item
yet.

Ci

on the

i-th

position

f P` i):: Database manager
Perform Search(hID,
1. Find index entry

f
ID

and return all items

hC1 , . . . , Cn i

sponding records.

Decrypt Result(hC1 , . . . , Cn i) :: Client C`
1. Compute
2. For

K` = GK`0 (ID).

i = 1, . . . , n

compute and return

DK` (Ci ).
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on position

P`

of the corre-

4.2.3

Performance Analysis

The Object Location Protocol 1 (OLP1) and Object Location Protocol 2 (OLP2) were
implemented in C++ and the Crypto++ library was used. We used HMAC based on SHA256 with 128-bit key as a pseudorandom function. As a block cipher in OLP2, we employed
AES with 128-bit key in ECB mode [23] to guarantee deterministic behaviour.
The number of records, the type of identiers and tree structures for representing ranges
on dierent precision levels were adopted from the Region Inspection implementation.
Specically, the maximum ranges for

x, y

and

t

were chosen to be 200 m, 750 m and 24

hours, respectively. A detailed description of the tree structures can be found in Table 2
on page 19. The number of unique identiers was 100 and 1000 random triplets

hx, y, ti were

generated for every identier. Hence, the total number of database records was 100.000.

Time Consumption
Table 5 gives an overview of the time needed to perform the steps of both Object
Location Protocols.

Protocol Stage

OLP1

Setup

90.7

Database population

4.22 s

Search (per query)

37.3

µs
µs

OLP2
155.7

µs

57.8 s
42.8

µs

Table 5: Time consumption.

The comparison of the computational requirements of OLP1 and OLP2 correspond to
the measured times. OLP2 is expected to be computationally heavier  in OLP1 the num3
ber of keys to generate in the setup stage is (3 × (d + 1)), while in OLP2 it is ((d + 1) + 1);
regarding the database population, in OLP1

(3 × (d + 1)) component items need to be
(d+1)3 items. Although not all the com-

calculated for every database record, in OLP2 it is

ponent items are eventually stored in OLP2, all items have to be computed. The search
time for OLP1 and OLP2 is comparable, as in both protocols the index legth was 100
and performing the search only means going through the index and looking for a matching
item.
In comparison with the Region Inspection Protocol, the time consumption of OLP1
and OLP2 is much lower. This is because more cryptographic operations are needed
for computing a record in the Region Inspection Protocol than in both Object Location
Protocols. Also the search in Object Location Protocols is several orders of magnitude
faster, as the database manager only looks for an equal item in the index and does not
perform any cryptographic computations.
In Section 4.1.3 was introduced a practical scenario with 30.000 passengers, each staying
at the airport for one hour, which leads to a database of 21.600.000 records. Assuming
the search time grows linearly with the size of the index, the search time of both Object
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Location Protocols is in order of miliseconds. Therefore the search time is practical even
for large datasets and no further optimization is needed. The database population is done
in batches, hence the increased time for large datasets would not pose a problem in practical
situations.

Space Consumption
The overview of space consumption of OLP1 and OLP2 is given in Table 6. We rst
clarify the space consumption for OLP1 and then explain the space requirements for OLP2.
The requirements for the authority in OLP1 are low. The authority stores together

(3 × (d + 1) + 1) = 16

keys for pseudorandom functions (PRF): one key for the PRF

(3×(d+1)) = 15 keys for the PRF generating bits
to mask the counters. The keys have length of 16 bytes, therefore 16×16 bytes = 256 bytes

generating bits to mask the identier and
are needed to store the keys.

On the side of the database manager the requirements are as follows. One index item has

(3 × (d + 1)) = 15 pairs
bytes, and the output of G

9 characters, which corresponds to 9 bytes. Each record consists of
of the form

hr, ctr ⊕ GK (r)i.

Length of

r

was chosen to be 10

was shortened to 10 bytes. Thus, one item in the record is 20 bytes long and the complete
record has 300 bytes.
In OLP2 the authority stores one key for the PRF returning bits for masking the identi3
er. Besides, the authority stores (d+1) = 125 keys for the PRF generating the symmetric
keys depending on the identier. Together 126 keys of 16 bytes are needed, together it is
2016 bytes. The index is the very same as for OLP1, one item has 9 bytes. One database
3
record consists of (d+1) = 125 items with encrypted counters. The concatenated counters
t into one AES block of 16 bytes, therefore the encrypted item has also 16 bytes. One
database record has 125 items of 16 bytes, i.e. one database record is 2000 bytes long.
Recall though, that only the unique items of the records are eventually stored.

Constituent Data
Per database

OLP1

OLP2

PRF keys

256 bytes

2016 bytes

Index entry

9 bytes

9 bytes

Database record - component item

20 bytes

16 bytes

Database record - total size

300 bytes

2000 bytes

Per index entry

Table 6: Space consumption.

For the the practical example with 30.000 passengers and 21.600.000 records, the total
space needed is 6.0 GB for OLP1. For OLP2 it is 40.2 GB to transmit, but the actual storage
requirements would be lower, as the portion of the stored data depends on the number
of unique records. Also, further lowering of the space consumption is possible by choosing
3
only some precision combination from all (d + 1) possible precision combinations.
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5 Discussion and Future Work
We developed a mechanism for supporting hierarchical range queries in encrypted
databases with location data. In Section 3 we dened four security requirements on the system, namely database condentiality, query unforgeability, query privacy and hierarchy
compliance.

•

Database condentiality is satised, since the database records are stored encrypted
and no entity can recover the original plaintext records without the knowledge of the
keys used for encrypting the records.

•

Query unforgeability is guaranteed through the key management. Clients are provided
with the keys corresponding to the data precision permitted for their queries or
results, respectively.

•

Query privacy is preserved, because queries are either disguised with random bits
or the queries are sent in the form of relevant keys.

•

Hierarchy compliance holds with the exception of the Object Location Protocol 1
where the client may learn additional information about higher precision version
of the returned data. However, the problem is xed in Object Location Protocol 2.

As for the system's practical applicability, the developed query mechanism is functional
and can be deployed in practical situations. From every participant's view the communication requirements and workload division are optimal. The authority is responsible only
for the record creation and key distribution, i.e. the actions which necessarily have to stay
in the hands of the authority. Outsourcing any of the mentioned tasks to the database
manager would pose a risk of revealing the database records to external parties. Regarding the clients, receiving the search capabilities is a one-time action happening during
the setup stage and there is no further need to contact the authority to get a permission
for a query. Moreover, the clients eligible to retrieve high-precision location data obtain
the result of desired precision in a single communication round with the database manager.
We identify two directions for future improvement and extension of the described protocols:

• One database for both query types
In order to build an encrypted database supporting two query types we constructed
a database consisting of two parts, where each part supports one type of query. While
this structural division provides the desired functionality, it naturally leads to a question if it is possible to build a database supporting both query types on the same
background data structure. The construction of such data structure remains an open
problem.
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• Support of arbitrary ranges
In both the Region Inspection and Object Location Protocols the clients can only
work with queries and results of pre-dened ranges. Support of queries of arbitrary
ranges is an open challenge. Two issues have to be considered. The rst is the possibility of deriving information about higher precision from two queries of lower precision
 when the client learns about two overlapping low-precision regions he may be able
to deduce information about the high-precision intersection of the regions. The second is the eciency, since straigtforward extension of the described protocols would
lead to impractical storage requirements.
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